
A theory-informed and integrated KT approach for 
selecting and implementing a clinically relevant screening tool 

Background

Implementation process

The Canadian Heart and Stroke Foundation published new rehabilitation guidelines.1
Evidence to Care, the knowledge translation team at Holland Bloorview Kids Rehabilitation 
Hospital, worked with the Brain Injury Rehab Team (BIRT) and families of children with 
stroke, to select ‘managing post-stroke depression’ as the first area of need.

1. Stakeholder engagement

• An iKT process was employed with diverse 
stakeholder engagement and direct project 
decision making ability.

• 30 stakeholders were included: BIRT physicians, 
nurses, physiotherapists, occupational 
therapists, speech-language pathologists, social 
workers, and families of children with stroke. 

2. Recommendation selection

• A World Café activity with stakeholders was held.
• The recommendation selected focused on drug 

prescription for depression.
• Applied a mental health lens: Before we can 

prescribe drugs, how do we know if clients are at 
risk for depression?

• We identified a screening tool was needed. 

4. Implementation needs assessment

• Clinic flow mapping and focus groups methods 
were used.

• Interview guides and qualitative analysis were 
aligned with the Theoretical Domains 
Framework (TDF) and COM-B.

6. Process monitoring and evaluation

The Determinants of Implementation Behavior 
Questionnaire (DIBQ)6 was used to monitor and 
adapt the PROMIS implementation strategy in 
partnership with stakeholders.

Main results

Next steps Key take away

3. Screening tool review & selection

• A scoping search of  pediatric depression 
screening tools was done.

• The search produced 10 tools for review by 
stakeholders.

• Using ‘think, pair, share’, facilitated discussions, 
and dotmocracy methods, the PROMIS Pediatric 
Depression screening tool was selected5.

5. Implementation strategy development

Selected strategies addressed identified TDF 
domains such as: knowledge, skills, memory, 
emotion and environmental context. These 
strategies included:

Case study role-play EMR modification

Decision making guide Tool introduction scripts

Clinical team check-in’s Local opinion leaders

A total of 41% of stakeholders completed the DIBQ (n=11) as part of our process evaluation. The results highlight that 
clinicians feel they have the capacity and motivation to use the tool. However, for many, barriers still exist to remember to
do the tool as part of their regular practice with clients with stroke.
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Believe that using the tool will 
strengthen the collaboration between 
professionals in the client’s care circle

Have the knowledge, skills and 
confidence to deliver the tool

Do not remember to do the tool as part of 
their regular practice with clients with 

stroke

Future improvements to the PROMIS 
implementation:
• Improve automaticity of using the tool 

through prompts, electronic medical 
record, and broadening scope to 
other/all BIRT clients

• Improve communication of results 
and follow-up across team members

Institutional investment + Behaviour change theory + Clinical engagement
=

Sustained implementation processes

The implementation process was informed by The Knowledge to Action Cycle2, Theoretical Domains Framework3, and 
COM-B4.  
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